Decentralised Web and Community ownership
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DIY COW Kit

Cow mesh in durgadahalli
This film about what we did in durgadahalli on cow mesh

DIY COW kit project case study
This video about case study about satgatta. How they were struggling for to get network and what kinds of issue they were facing from this
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DIY COW Kit

Do it your self community owned wifi network, its about mesh networking technology documenting collection on in this
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Welcome to Web of Semantic Web Entities


- What is Web Re-narration?

A Web framework for contributing alternative narratives to Web content and to compose renditions based on the user's literacy level or reading-comfort preferences. Re-narration Web is modeled as a distributed social networking for the purpose of making Web-content available for a person who is not comfortable reading text or for a person in a foreign context. Individually contributing to alternative narratives is the key aspect of re-narration Web.

An individual can choose to provide alternative narration to any specific entity such as an image, a paragraph or subtitles for a segment of a video and such.

The idea of the re-narration Web is to provide a person visiting a Web page, a comfortable narrative of the page content based on the visitor profile and contributions of alternative narratives made available by the community.
Thanks

COW film: https://youtu.be/MIsm8KVOeOs

Bamboo Tower: https://vimeo.com/799968976